TOTAL STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Grand Rapids Community College, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Hart High School, Newhall, California

257th Army Band, Washington, D.C.

Henry Sibley High School, Mendota Heights, Minnesota

www.wengercorp.com/storage | 800.4WENGER (493.6437)

ULTRASTOR™ STORAGE ADVANTAGES

ONE-PIECE BLOW MOLDED SHELF

BOLT THROUGH
CONSTRUCTION

• Radius on front protects
instruments and cases
• Ridges provide ventilation
• Virtually indestructible
• Consistent color
throughout will not
show wear

Metal to metal bolt-through
construction is stronger than
wood screws. Teflon coated
hinge pins allow for quiet
operation of doors.

END COVER

SLIDE LOCK/CARD HOLDER

End cover provides finished
look with no exposed
fasteners.

Heavy duty, tamper resistant,
slide lock keeps compartment
door closed without lock and
secure when locked.
• Features a durable plastic card holder
for labeling
• Padlock positioned to prevent interference

NO USE OF GLUES ALLOWS FOR
REPLACEMENT OF PARTS

POLYESTER LAMINATE
Thermally fused polyester
laminate provides a durable
surface that will not peel or
crack. Polyester is a preferred,
elastic material that prevents
wear-n-tear.

MODULAR DESIGN
Stand-alone cabinet construction
with finished base and integrated
glides for ease of installation and
relocation of cabinets.

Backs of cabinets are locked together
on both sides and top and reinforced
with supports.

BACK PANEL ATTACHMENT

“We’re thrilled to have Wenger instrument storage cabinets –
the students really enjoy them. We’ll issue locks next year so
students can secure their instruments and other personal items.
Countertop-level Cabinets: We plan on using the countertop
cabinets primarily to show students how to care for their
instruments – maintenance and simple repairs. For students
with larger instruments, the countertop area provides plenty
of room for backpacks, school supplies and anything extra.”
– Gordon Haney, Band Director,
Aldine Middle School, Aldine, Texas
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Steel levelers allow cabinet installation
on uneven floors and will not loosen or
shift over time.

LEVELERS

“The instrument cabinets are
very durable and easily accessible. The name tag slots work
perfectly for labeling individual
student cabinets.”
– Brent Poling,
Director of Performing and
Visual Arts,
International School Bangkok,
Thailand

“We wanted the security,
flexibility and different
cabinet sizes that Wenger
offered, so we insisted that the
specifications not allow any
substitutions. Everyone says
the Wenger cabinets look like
beautiful furniture – which they are.”
– Anthony H. Bailey,
Director of Bands,
Hart High School,
Newhall, California
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WENGER IS YOUR EASY, FULL-RESOURCE SOLUTION
With so much to consider you may hardly know where to begin,
but a call to Wenger is the answer.
Whatever you need to store, we have the ideal solution for your
space and budget. We also bring a unique dual expertise — music
education and storage — that we will help you leverage to your
ultimate advantage.
Please keep in mind creating a customized storage solution that
optimizes your space and dollars within the context of your
specific storage requirements is a process that requires a close
look at your needs and a close relationship with an expert. Work
with Wenger and you will benefit from an expertise earned by
working with situations just like yours.
Whether you are new school ready to order your first products or
a school in need of better replacements, we’re excited to talk with
you about how we can put our products and experience to work
for you and your facility.
TESTED EVERY DAY, ALL AROUND THE WORLD.
One thing experience has taught us: Students hang on locker
doors, so we load-test ours with more than 300 lb (136 kg) of
pressure on the outer edge. We know easy theft is the most likely
theft, and to prevent that our patented lock-bar is 12-gauge steel,
the strike plate heavy-duty, and our locks tamper-resistant. And
we’ve seen how daily wear-and-tear shortens product life and
steals good looks, and that’s why Wenger products are built so
well and keep looking that way.

Chapman Middle School, Chapman, Kansas

AT YOUR SERVICE SINCE 1946

Wenger Corporation was founded by a music teacher to provide innovative, high-quality products and solutions otherwise
unavailable for music and theatre education and performance. In the ensuing decades we’ve pioneered most of the advancements
that promote superior instrument storage. Much of our expertise has been generated by listening to our customers and spending
time in their environments, where not just any products survive and fewer still help a program thrive. Ours do and we would relish
the opportunity to provide great solutions for you.
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ULTRASTOR™ STORAGE CABINETS
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UltraStor and
Acousticabinets
come in many sizes
and styles. To configure
the right layout for your instrument and garment
storage needs see pages 10-11.
Visit wengercorp.com or contact your Wenger
sales representative for more information

Godley High School, Godley, Texas

The UltraStor line is one of the pillars of the Wenger brand,
brilliantly engineered to streamline function, durability, and
aesthetics.
• Patented polyethylene shelves with ventilation ridges and
rounded lips improve airflow
• Polyester laminate and thermofused composite wood core
resists chipping and retains its new looks
• Load-tested hinges and lock assemblies
• Institutional-quality doors
• Wide range of sizes, colors, and styles
• Modular design simplifies rearrangement

AcoustiCabinets

Wood
Compartment
Doors

Full Wood
Door

Compartment
Grille Doors

INSTRUMENT STORAGE CABINETS

ACOUSTICABINETS™

The ultimate choice for reliable day-to-day operation and
unparalleled durability that looks great with any décor.
• Engineered and built like no others
• Wide range of choices and options to fit any need
• Easy to add on and rearrange
• Tailored design makes the most of your space and
improves traffic flow		

Storage that helps enhance a room’s acoustical
performance.
• The solution for rehearsal rooms
• Grille doors and acoustically absorptive material
• Minimizes the loss of cubic volume
• Provides sound absorption
• Helps eliminate flutter echo caused by direct sound
reflection

38" (965 mm) High Cabinets
Robe and Uniform Cabinets

Corner Cabinets
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Full Grille
Door

Stringed Instrument Cabinets
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No
Doors

MEDIA STORAGE

Henry Sibley High School, Mendota Heights, Minnesota

When you consider just how valuable all your facility’s media equipment
is, it makes sense to store and secure it in a way that protects your
investment. Being unable to find the proper cable, adapter or an expensive
microphone when you need it is frustrating to say the least.

Media Storage that is customizable and designed
especially for media and audio visual equipment storage

FIXED MEDIA STORAGE

MOBILE MEDIA STORAGE

Wenger’s fixed cabinets can help transform a chaotic storage
area into one you can be proud of. Perfect for storage rooms or
in-classroom lockable storage.
• Constructed of industrial grade composite wood with no
added formaldehyde
• Available in Wenger standard colors
• Full locking wood doors
• Top venting holes to dissipate heat
• Wire management
clips to hold wires

As the level of technology in today’s educational environments
skyrockets, the need for connecting students to various
media increases as well. Wenger’s Mobile Media Storage Carts
are rollable, lockable, portable media hubs that will get the
technology where it needs to be.
• Constructed of industrial grade composite wood with no added
formaldehyde
• Durable worksurface
• Available in Wenger standard colors
• Full locking wood doors and locking rear
access door
• Durable, smooth rolling
swivel casters
• Cable management
with clips, cable pass
through and cord
wrap

COLOR OPTIONS
CHERRY

EVENING
TIGRIS

FUSION
MAPLE

SOLAR
OAK

WENGER
MAPLE

OYSTER

PEBBLE

GRAPHITE

Mobile cabinet worksurface available in Shark Grey only.
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GEARBOSS® HIGH-DENSITY STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

Hart High School, Newhall, California

GearBoss high-density storage carts create more room in
less space – improving space efficiency by as much as 50%
– by using an innovative system of tracks and rolling carts.
X-Carts are designed to move laterally on the track and
stay in your equipment room. Team Carts are portable and
engineered with retractable track guides so you can move
the equipment around the room or off campus. No more
wasted time running back and forth to the storage room.
Every cart can be reconfigured for maximum storage.
• Easy mobility

• Better organization

• Enhanced flexibility

HIGH-DENSITY STORAGE
GearBoss X-Carts and Team Carts offer
rugged storage that will help make your
athletic and/or music storage rooms more
organized and secure.
• Lockable, breathable, flexible
• Two sizes, variety of colors
• Welded heavy-gauge components
• Heavy-duty 6" (15 cm) wheels
™
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• Improved sanitation

GEARBOSS® SHELVING

Cantilever design frees space below.
• Configured to your specific needs
• Each bay load-rated at 1,000 lb (450 kg)
• Easy to install and relocate

SPORTCART™
A smaller profile GearBoss cart
• Fits on trucks and trailers
• Lockable, breathable
• Extra wide 5" (127 mm) swivel casters

• Exceptional ventilation

• Increased security

GEARBOSS® II HIGHDENSITY STORAGE

Simplified fixed track system delivers
exceptional efficiency and value.
• Lockable, breathable
• One size, in black
• Heavy-gauge components
• Cast iron wheels
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MOBILE STORAGE

Owatonna High School, Owatonna, Minnesota

Innovative storage and transport carts built to keep the show
rolling season after season.
• Great choice for marching programs
• Makes easy work of heavy jobs
• Safer for people and equipment
• Travels fluidly over rough terrain
• Designed to fit in standard bus compartments

ONBOARD® CARGO CART

INSTRUMENT STORAGE RACKS

Rugged go-anywhere, haul-anything cart.
• Accommodates band uniforms, instruments cases and more
• Designed to travel on trucks, trailers, and buses
• Configurable with shelves, a garment bar, or both
• Lightweight design easily managed by two people

Smooth-rolling protection and transportation
to practice, rehearsal, and performance areas.
• Closed ends for extra protection
• Soft PVC instrument supports
• Easily traverse doorways
• Available in Wenger standard colors
• Flush storage and a compact footprint
• Tuba Tamer® and Cymbal Stands also available
• Please note — assembly required

ONBOARD® UNIFORM CART
Solid, versatile, convenient, and custom-made
to safeguard garments traveling by bus.
• Sturdy, enduring Wenger construction
• Lightweight design easily managed by
two people
• Accommodates up to 24 standard-length
uniforms

RACK ‘N ROLL®
GARMENT STORAGE
Designed to smoothly move bulky uniforms,
robes, and concert wear.
• No-tool assembly
• Heavy-gauge steel shelving
• Black powder-coat paint finish
• Easy-maneuvering casters

- STRING BASS RACK
- VIOLIN/VIOLA/VIHUELA RACK
- CELLO/GUITARRON RACK
- MOBILE GUITAR RACK
- TUBA & SOUSAPHONE
MOBILE STORAGE
RACK
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SHEET MUSIC STORAGE

Central Washington University, Ellensburg, Washington

Wenger ingenuity and durability meet in this innovative
line of space-saving solutions.
• An unprecedented combination of compact storage
and accessibility
• Keeps sheet music clean, crisp, readable,
and easy to find
• Polyester laminate finish adds strength
• Durable and sturdy Wenger construction
• Standard and oversized for larger scores

MUSIC LIBRARY SYSTEM

MOBILE FOLIO CABINET

The revolutionary Wenger storage design that cuts your
sheet music storage by more than half.
• High-density slide-out design
• Systematic organizational approach saves hours –
even days – of searching
• Accommodates most music filing boxes, endtab file folders,
and envelopes
• Available in standard or oversized width shelves
• 6-shelf and 7-shelf designs, variety of colors
• Clean, organized appearance
• Lockable (optional)

Lock the wheels to make the cabinet stationary or roll your
folios wherever you need them.
• Units for band/orchestra or
choral
• Shelf spacing is adjustable
• Extruded-aluminum shelf
supports
• Lockable (optional)
• Three sizes, variety of colors

MUSIC SORTING RACK
Sorts scores by instrument and
smoothly rolls to rehearsal
or performance.
• Strong, stable design
• Hardwood dividers
• Large top work surface
• Lockable (optional)
• One size, variety of colors
• 46 instrument slots for easy organization
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TALL FOLIO
CABINETS
Keeps all of your folios organized
and protected in a secure,
stationary space.
• Choral and band/orchestra
formats
• Extruded-aluminum shelf
supports
• Lockable (optional)
• Two sizes, variety of colors
• Shelf spacing is adjustable
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CASE STUDIES
Over the past 65 years Wenger has helped
hundreds of schools and performance
facilities make better use of their storage
space. It starts with understanding your
needs and smart planning. It ends with
well-organized and well-constructed
storage cabinets, shelving and carts that
enhance your facility and protect your
investments in instruments, apparel and
equipment.
No two facilities are the same and we
approach every opportunity with a keen
understanding of the challenges these
spaces face. We listen to your storage
frustrations and goals before creating a
unique solution that’s just right for you
and your budget. We find solutions that
will work today and years in the future.

WENGER’S LAYOUT

THE FINISHED PROJECT

Drama prop and costume storage room

Rather than relying on a standard, onesize-fits-all approach, Wenger applies a
broad perspective to develop tailored
solutions. Here are two recent examples:

CHAPMAN MIDDLE SCHOOL
AND CHAPMAN HIGH SCHOOL,
CHAPMAN, KANSAS

After a June 2008 tornado destroyed
both schools, rebuilding efforts involved
selecting unique Wenger storage
solutions, including UltraStor™ storage
cabinets for instruments, GearBoss® carts
and shelving for phy ed equipment and
GearBoss shelving for drama storage.
Here’s what the three Kansas customers
had to say:
“The GearBoss shelving makes it easier
to organize the equipment room. The
Team Cart helps move big items out to
the gym – there are hundreds of ways we
can use it. Both are very nice to have.”
– Derek Berns, Physical Education Teacher
“ I cannot say enough positives about
Wenger cabinets. I really like the short
cabinets because they give students a
place to put their instruments together.
These cabinets also allow me to monitor
students from anywhere in the room.”
– Marc Riegel, Band Director

Rehearsal room in-class storage

Instrument storage in a hallway

Rehearsal room uniform storage closet

HART HIGH SCHOOL
SANTA CLARITA, CALIFORNIA

In consultation with Wenger, Hart HS
considered the full range of storage
options for various aspects of its music
program. This included UltraStor storage
cabinets for instruments, GearBoss carts
for marching and concert uniforms and
flexible GearBoss shelving for marching
equipment.
Percussion instrument storage room

800.4WENGER (493.6437) | wengercorp.com/storage
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HOW TO ORDER YOUR OWN WENGER STORAGE SOLUTION

Lindenwood University, St. Charles, Missouri

We treat every customer order the same
— with prompt, courteous attention
and a focus on your specific needs.
Whether you need one product or a
combination of many, we’ll make sure
you understand all of your options and
then help you decide upon a solution
that is ideal for you. And we guarantee
we’ll deliver it on time, on budget, and
with uncompromising accuracy.

1.

2.

BASED ON YOUR INPUT IN
STEP 1, WE’LL PROVIDE A
CUSTOM PROPOSAL.

Working together in Step 1 will yield
a recommendation that accurately
addresses all your requirements. In Step
2 you’ll have an opportunity to see the
extent of your storage solution — all the
cabinets and other products required to
securely store your inventory.

3.

Now you can really see your tailored
solution taking shape. This is an
opportunity to assess how all
elements work together to improve
convenience, security, and traffic flow.

PROVIDE YOUR SPACE
DIMENSIONS AND A
COMPLETE LIST OF
INSTRUMENTS AND
OTHER GEAR TO BE
STORED.

We’ll help you get started in this
all-important first step. Together
we’ll identify problems, discuss
your concerns, and plan for what
you have to store and what may
change in the coming years.
Looking ahead is as important as
looking around, and we’ll make
sure your tailored solution is one
that suits you well into the future.

QR CODE
Snap this
QR code
for more
information
online.
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WITH YOUR APPROVAL OF

STEP
2, WE’LL PROVIDE A
CUSTOM LAYOUT.
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Avon Old Farms School, Avon, Connecticut

4.

WE’LL HELP YOU PLACE

YOUR ORDER.

It’s crucial to be confident and accurate
in your order, because Wenger is famous
for delivering exactly as promised and
we want to make sure the solution you
receive is exactly the one you want and
need. At this time you’ll also choose:

5.

YOUR ORDER ARRIVES ON
TIME AND IS READY TO BE
INSTALLED.

Installation varies by product and you will
know exactly how each delivered item sets
up long before you order. Many UltraStor™
cabinets, for instance, arrive already
constructed and each is expertly positioned
and secured by Wenger technicians.

• the color combination
(see bottom of page)
• the core substrate (choose Industrialgrade composite wood or upgrade
to Fire Rated, Moisture-Resistant,
Environmentally-Sensitive, Vencore
Plywood or FSC Certified
• the type of door you need
• the delivery method

• LEED documentation
• Professional installation
• Technical support
• Outstanding warranty coverage
• Parts and service

• Standard Tailgate delivery (customer
unloads and installs)
• Inside delivery (Carrier delivers and helps
your staff unload but doesn’t install)
• Wenger delivery and installation

waterfall grille
door*

no door

Wenger prides itself on providing
trusted advice, solutions, and service
that endures for as long as you own our
products. We are always a phone call away
and will come through for you, whether
you need a missing bolt or something
far bigger. Our reputation for providing
the best service in the business was built
over many, many years, and you can be
sure we’ll still be here for years to come,
friendly, ready to help, and eager to
support you however we can.
Here are some other ways Wenger is
dedicated to offering you the unmatched
expertise and resources you need to make
the most of your program and facility:

Delivery options:

wood door

6.

WE’RE READY TO HELP
– ESPECIALLY AFTER
THE SALE.

grille door

COLOR COMBINATION CHART FOR ULTRASTOR AND ACOUSTICABINETS
LAMINATE COLOR

WENGER
MAPLE

OYSTER

PEBBLE

CHERRY

EVENING
TIGRIS

FUSION
MAPLE

SOLAR OAK

EDGE BANDING

OYSTER

OYSTER

OYSTER

CHERRY

PEPPER DUST

ALMOND

BLACK

HARDWARE/FASTENERS/EXTRUSION

OYSTER

OYSTER

OYSTER

BLACK

PEPPER DUST

ALMOND

BLACK
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MORE THAN 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE GUARANTEES YEARS OF SATISFACTION

Lincoln-Way West High School, New Lenox, Illinois

Wenger Corporation was founded in 1946 to provide innovative, high-quality products and solutions for
music and theatre education, performance and athletic equipment storage and transport. We have spent
more than 70 years listening to what our customers need and then designing and developing durable,
functional products to meet those needs – products that enhance any program and deliver what they
promise year after year.

38" (965 mm)
UltraStor™
Storage Cabinets

Teacher Wardrobe
Cabinet

Stringed Instrument
Cabinet

UltraStor™ Corner
Cabinet

Fixed & Mobile
Media Storage

Orffgarage®

85" (2159 mm)
UltraStor™
Storage Cabinets

String Instrument
Racks

UltraStor™
AcoustiCabinets™

Mobile Folio Cabinets

OnBoard® Cargo Cart

GearBoss® SportCart™
and Shelving

UltraStor™ Robe and
Uniform Cabinets

GearBoss® HighDensity Storage

GearBoss® Team Carts™
and X-Carts™

Percussion
Workstation

Rack-n-Roll®
Garment Rack
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MUSIC EDUCATION AND PERFORMING ARTS
Owatonna Office: Phone 800.4WENGER (493-6437) Worldwide +1.507.455.4100 | Parts & Service 800.887.7145 | wengercorp.com
555 Park Drive, PO Box 448 | Owatonna | MN 55060-0448
Syracuse Office:

Phone 800.836.1885 Worldwide +1.315.451.3440 | jrclancy.com | 7041 Interstate Island Road | Syracuse | NY 13209-9713

ATHLETICS
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